Future of Automotive
Suppliers 2030
Four Industry Scenarios for 2030
January 27th 2021

The Future of the Automotive Supplier Industry
Four industry scenarios for 2030

From autonomous driving to electrification, the automotive industry
is facing fundamental change. But what exactly can we expect from

the coming revolution – and how will this impact suppliers?
Deloitte’s automotive strategy experts will introduce you to a
scenario-based approach and provide you with a framework to
anticipate and quantify plausible outcomes

Point of view to be published beginning of February 2021 on
www.deloitte.com/de/automotive
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Agenda
Our agenda for today

1.

How might the automotive supplier world
look like in 2030?

2.

What are short-/ mid-term financial
implications of certain scenarios?

3.

What are the long-term financial implications
of certain scenarios and transformation
strategies derived from them?
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Manoeuvring into the perfect storm?
Significant challenges lie ahead for companies trying to rev up the global automotive engine
Restructuring
Transformational change

Mobility market
change
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Value chain
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for innovations
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Predicting the future is impossible
Anticipating plausible scenarios is more robust than traditional forecasts

Forecast mindset
Linear
development
Best-Case

Scenario thinking
Scenario #2

Worst-Case
-10%

+10%

Scenario #3

Scenario #1
Scenario #4

Knowns
Conventional approaches to planning
yield conventional and often
unsurprising answers …
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Knowns & Uncertainties
…whereas scenario planning challenges assumptions and
provides organizations with more options to make better
decisions

Focal Question:
What will the future of automotive suppliers look like in 2030?
How will the automotive supplier landscape develop in 2
years? In 5 years?
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Scenario approach
To build extreme yet plausible scenarios, we identified relevant trends and had interactive sessions with sector experts

Analyze

Anticipate

Navigate

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Identify drivers

Driver Longlist

Validate drivers

Identify critical
uncertainties

Test for
Correlation

Scenario
framework

Build the
Narratives

Identify
Implications

Real-time
monitoring

91 drivers, based
on expert
interviews and AI

Selection based
on expert survey

Separating the
known from the
unknown

Clusters of high
uncertainty/high
impact drivers

Ensure richness of
scenario matrix

Define the logic
behind the
scenarios

Describe the
automotive
supplier world’s
journey until 2030

Pinpoint
implications for the
sector

Objectively
measure
developments

Critical
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Critical
uncertainty 2

1

uncertaint
y1

Driving forces survey results
The survey results provided insights into the most relevant drivers for scenario design
High
Impact

Vehicle data
business value
Speed of vehicle
development

Modularization of
vehicle architecture

Supply of
battery cells

Implementation of
emissions standards
for production

Share of BEV in new
vehicle sales

Prevalence of
OTA updates
Speed of battery
innovation

Expansion of
5G coverage

Digitization of
supplier processes

Prevalence of
white-label cars

Reliance on
sustainable
materials
Strictness of
labor law
Ratio of fleet to
private customers

Trust in OEMs

Critical Uncertainties

Centrality of software
in vehicle & parts
development

Competition
for talent

Environmental
conservation
mindset

Application of
Industry 4.0
technologies

Prevalence of
industry alliances

Critical Trends

Importance of
data processing
capabilities

Stringency of cyber
security standards

Consolidation of
supplier landscape

Medium

Cost pressure
from OEMs

Speed of ICE
phase-out
Role of suppliers in
vehicle & parts
innovation

Level of vehicle
emissions
standards

Vehicle data
ownership

Prevalence of vehicle
features on-demand

Level of legal
safety standards

Development of
sensor-enhanced
parts

Sophistication of
battery lifecycle
management
Advancement of
V2X technology
Application of
3D printing

Regulatory approval
of AV technology
Share of FCEV in
new vehicle sales
Public expenditure in
smart infrastructure

State of public
transport system
Availability of
raw materials
Degree of
supplier liability

Vehicle data
monetization

Adoption of
car sharing
Development of
alternative charging
solutions
Oil price
development

Low
Uncertainty
Technological

Political

Investments in
EV charging
infrastructure

Ownership of vehicle
software capabilities
Number of
independent OEMs
Level of political
support for the
automotive industry

Global market
penetration of
Chinese suppliers

UX as source of
differentiation for OEMs
Forward integration
of suppliers

Application of
supplier
Adherence to
technologies in
international IP laws
adjacent industries
Development of
Strictness of data
interest rates for
privacy regulation
suppliers
Adoption of
ride hailing

Degree of OEM
supply chain
diversification

Demand for vehicle
customization
Average age of
vehicle fleet

Mobility leapfrogging in
emerging markets

High
Uncertainty

Medium
Economic
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Advancement of AV
technology

Reliance on thirdparty data analytics
platforms

Private cars as
status symbols

Low
Impact

Degree of trade
liberalization

Application of
lightweight materials

Raw material costs

Overall vehicle sales
development

Dominance of thirdBackward
party vehicle OS
integration of OEMs

Diversification of
supplier product
portfolio

Market impact of
new automotive
players
Energy-efficiency of
fuel cell technology

Standardization
through vehicle
platforms

Sales growth in
Asian markets

Social

Environmental

Critical uncertainty axes
The expert panel highlighted two uncertainties that will be critical for the development of the sector

Low Reliance

Level of Reliance of OEMs on Suppliers

OEMs integrate many capabilities

Level of OEM power in vehicle production: Diversification of
supply chains, backward integration, role of suppliers in
innovation, and broadness of suppliers’ portfolio.

Suppliers are indispensable

Slowed Down, Regional

State of Techno-Economic Ecosystems

Advanced, Global

Advancement and market penetration of new technologies.
Openness of the global geopolitical and trade landscape.
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High Reliance

Automotive supplier scenarios 2030
We developed four scenarios for the Future of Automotive Suppliers 2030
Advanced, Global

Specialized Giants Rule

The global expansion of Chinese suppliers results in
global price competition for hardware suppliers.

Low Reliance

Level of Reliance of

The Lonely Road
Geopolitical conflicts reverse trade liberalization and
severely restrict global trade in the automotive market.
This leads to a domestic focus for OEMs, who integrate
backwards along the value chain and dominate
suppliers.

State of Techno-Economic Ecosystems

Scale to Survive

The liberalization of global trade paired with
technological innovations create a world in which tech
players and large suppliers dominate OEMs.

OEMs on Suppliers

Mobility Islands
Regulatory divergence as well as trade barriers at the
regional level cause OEMs to refocus on their home
markets, where local suppliers act as innovation
leaders.

Slowed Down, Regional
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High Reliance

Automotive supplier scenarios 2030 | Expression CASA Trends per Scenario
Technological advancement and adoption in the mass-market of each CASA trend
Advanced, Global

Scale to Survive
Connectivity

Shared
Mobility

Alternative
Drivetrains

Autonomous
Driving

Low Reliance

Level of Reliance of

The Lonely Road
Connectivity

Shared
Mobility

Alternative
Drivetrains

Autonomous
Driving
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Relative technological advancement and
adoption between scenarios from low to high

State of Techno-Economic Ecosystems

Specialized Giants Rule

Slowed Down, Regional

Connectivity

Shared
Mobility

Alternative
Drivetrains

Autonomous
Driving

OEMs on Suppliers

High Reliance

Mobility Islands
Connectivity

Shared
Mobility

Alternative
Drivetrains

Autonomous
Driving

From scenario analysis to quantification
To decide upon actions on a tactical and strategic level it is key to quantify the impact of measures or transformation
strategies for each specific scenario
1

Future scenario analysis 2030
In which context will automotive suppliers need to
maneuver in 2030?

Level of Reliance of

The Lonely
Road

State of Techno-Economic Ecosystems

Low
Reliance
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Prediction

Baseline plan
Scenario with actions

Specialized
Giants Rule

OEMs on Suppliers

Scenario without actions
Quantified scenario with tactical actions (illustrative)

High
Reliance

Short- to mid-term
financial modelling
including detailed
financial projections
and conclusions for a
specific supplier

3 Strategic quantification model (long-term)
Long term modelling of
market development
and transformation
strategies for a specific
supplier

Mobility
Islands

Slowed Down, Regional
Scenario Framework

Today
Actuals

Advanced, Global

Scale to
Survive

2 Tactical quantification model (short-/ mid-term)

2030

Shift of component profit pools until 2030

Agenda
Our agenda for today

1.

How might the automotive supplier world
look like in 2030?

2.

What are short-/ mid-term financial
implications of certain scenarios?

3.

What are the long-term financial implications
of certain scenarios and transformation
strategies derived from them?
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Tactical quantification supplier case | Introduction
Using the scenarios approach we simulated the financial impact of concrete activities for an automotive supplier,
heavily impacted by COVID-19 and the industry disruption

Key questions
for scenario & action planning

• Heavy slump in global vehicle sales due to
COVID-19 with anticipated slow recovery

1

What will the future of our industry
look like in 2 and 10 years?

2

What is the financial impact
of identified scenarios?

3

Which actions are required
to cope with the scenarios?

• Ongoing transformation of business to cope with
disruption (e.g. alternative drivetrains, connectivity)
• Current planning approach focused on a single view
of the future with outdated information
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Tactical quantification supplier case | Approach
A lab-based approach from trend research to action prioritization was conducted within approx. seven weeks

Develop multiple business scenarios
External driver e.g. BEV volume

Evaluate & agree on actions

Drive & monitor execution

BASELINE: Mid-termfinancial planning

Regular realignment & adjustments

Internal driver e.g. volume, price

Conduct
trend
research

Develop
four
scenarios

1

2

Scenario
Scenario
development implications
Vehicle data
business value
Speed of vehicle
development

Prevalence of
OTA updates
Speed of battery
innovation

Expansion of
5G coverage

Digitization of
supplier processes

Prevalence of
white-label cars

Reliance on
sustainable
materials
Strictness of
labor law
Ratio of fleet to
private customers

Low
Impact

Trust in OEMs

Speed of ICE
phase-out
Role of suppliers in
vehicle & parts
innovation

Level of vehicle
emissions
standards

Vehicle data
ownership

Prevalence of vehicle
features on-demand
Level of legal
safety standards

Development of
sensor-enhanced
parts

Sophistication of
battery lifecycle
management
Advancement of
V2X technology
Application of
3D printing

Regulatory approval
of AV technology
Share of FCEV in
new vehicle sales
Public expenditure in
smart infrastructure

Market impact of
new automotive
players
Energy-efficiency of
fuel cell technology

Low
Reliance

Raw material costs
State of public
transport system

Availability of
raw materials
Degree of
supplier liability

Standardization
through vehicle
platforms

Diversification of
supplier product
portfolio

Action
Scenario
quantification identification

Asian markets

Scale to
Survive

Vehicle data
monetization
Application of
lightweight materials

Degree of trade
liberalization

Advancement of AV
technology

Development of
alternative charging
solutions

3-4
weeks

Ownership of vehicle
software capabilities

Number of
independent OEMs

Specialized
Giants Rule

Level of political
support for the
automotive industry

Degree of OEM
supply chain
diversification

Global market
penetration of
Chinese suppliers

UX as source of
differentiation for OEMs

Investments in
EV charging
Forward integration Demand for vehicle
of suppliers
customization
Application of
supplier
Adherence to
Average age of
technologies in
international IP laws
vehicle fleet
adjacent industries
Development of
Strictness of data
interest rates for
privacy regulation
suppliers

Level of Reliance
of
infrastructure

Reliance on thirdparty data analytics
platforms
Adoption of
car sharing

The Lonely
Road

Adoption of
ride hailing

OEMs on Suppliers

Mobility
Islands

Mobility leapfrogging in
emerging markets

High
Uncertainty

Medium

Slowed Down, Regional
Scenario Framework
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4

Agree
on prioritized
actions

5

6

Action
evaluation

Action
readiness

Initiate
and execute
actions

Monitor
scenarios
and actions

Control
tower

Advanced, Global Sales growth in
Overall vehicle sales
development

Dominance of thirdBackward
party vehicle OS
integration of OEMs

Oil price
development

Private cars as
status symbols

Low
Uncertainty

3

Specify
financial
improvements

Critical Uncertainties

Centrality of software
in vehicle & parts
development

Competition
for talent

Environmental
conservation
mindset

Application of
Industry 4.0
technologies

Implementation of
emissions standards
for production

Critical Trends
Share of BEV in new
vehicle sales
Importance of
data processing
capabilities

Stringency of cyber
security standards

Prevalence of
industry alliances

Medium

Cost pressure
from OEMs

Modularization of
vehicle architecture

Supply of
battery cells
Consolidation of
supplier landscape

State of Techno-Economic Ecosystems

High
Impact

Quantify
financial impact
of scenarios

High
Reliance

BASIS: Financial modeling
tool for supplier

3-4 lever
INPUT: Deloitte´s improvement
library and benchmark
database
weeks

monthly

Tactical quantification supplier case | Scenario quantification and actions
Underlying external drivers of scenarios are linked to driver-based financial model and actions to cope with different
scenarios are identified and quantified
Driver validation and definition of action

Lessons learned
..for quantification

Today

Prediction
Baseline plan

• Around 15 financial drivers and 5 planning objects sufficient for
modeling 80% of the business model
• Expert knowledge essential for translation of external to internal drivers

Actuals
Plan with actions

• Pre-configured planning and simulation solution helpful for quick
financial modeling
• Corridors of likely deviations applied to reflect degree of uncertainty
…for action definition

Plan without actions
ACT

PLAN

• Ideation of actions along E2E supply chain important for holistic view
• Use action library as basis for quick identification of ‘standard’ actions
• Coverage of actions with short-term and mid-/ long-term impact
needed
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Tactical quantification supplier case | Quantification tool
Lever databased and pre-configured planning tool used to identify and quantify actions for different scenarios

2

3

Key results achieved for scenario "Specialized
Giant Rule" on existing supplier plan in FY21
•

Sales slump between 20% and 30% compared to initial plan

•

Profitability (EBIT) collapse by up to -180%

•

Actions initiated to reset ~50%
< of profitability decline

•

Major impact in FY21 through supplier renegotiations

•

Last year (FY20) strong positive impact by ‘Kurzarbeit'

Design curve shape, incl.
seasonality
1

Update and breakdown of end
values
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Evaluate actions
4

Review overall results and adjust

Agenda
Our agenda for today

1.

How might the automotive supplier world
look like in 2030?

2.

What are short-/ mid-term financial
implications of certain scenarios?

3.

What are the long-term financial implications
of certain scenarios and transformation
strategies derived from them?
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Market view

Scenario-based thinking using a transformation model
Our financial model includes a market forecast and allows to model a supplier within his market to understand
transformation options – for each future supplier scenario
Supplier Financial Transformation Model – Illustrative structure

Market view
Volume and profitability development for 19
component clusters

Market volume development

Benchmarking

Competitive
intensity

Profit Pool development
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Supplier view
Specific supplier doing business in one or several component clusters

1 | Base Case

2 | Transformation Case

Simulation of market developments

Simulation of transformation
strategies

(considering inputs like cost structure,
investment needs, debt structure, asset
utilization, etc.)

P&L, Balance Sheet, Liquidity development

Supplier view

Market view

Supplier view

Market view | Current profitability
Our benchmarking of 500 suppliers is the basis to model profit pool development

Overview of average EBIT margins per profit pool
Above average

Average

Below average

12,0%

9,2%

8,8%

7,9%

ADAS/ InfotainSensors
ment

Wheel/ Electronics TransTires
mission

“Emerging technologies”
Source: Deloitte Research
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7,3%

6,9%

6,8%

6,6%

Fuel
HV
Climate
System Battery/FC Control

Technologies related to ICE

6,4%

Electric
Engine

6,3%

Brakes

6,2%

Frame

5,9%

Interior

5,8%

ICE
Engine

5,6%

Ø 6%
4,9%

4,7%

Body Suspension Exhaust

4,3%

Seats

4,1%

Steering

3,5%

Axles

Market view

Supplier view

Market view | Profit pools
The changes in the automotive value chain result in a shift of profit pools – there are winners and losers

Profit pools development of component clusters
Decreasing profit
pools

Strongly decreasing profit
pools

270

Increasing profit
pools
ADAS & Sensors

Market volume growth
[in %]

265
Electronics
0

HV Battery2)
Electric Drivetrain

Frame

Suspension

Body

-5
Infotainment & Communication
-10
-15

ICE

Transmission

Fuel System

Interior
Axles
Climate Control

-20

Brakes

Exhaust System
-25
-30

-33

-32

-28

-13

-12

Seats
Wheels & Tires
Steering

-11

0

Profit Pool Growth 2019 – 2030 [in %]
“Base Case” scenario

1) Bubble sizes indicate the market volumes 2030 (Germany, NAFTA, China); excluding inflation and AM
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2) HV Battery Cluster also incl. Fuel Cell

96

272

Technologies related to ICE
“Emerging technologies”

273

Market view

Supplier view

Market view | Profit pools
The changes in the automotive value chain result in a shift of profit pools – there are winners and losers

Profit pools development of component clusters
Decreasing profit
pools

Strongly decreasing profit
pools

270

Increasing profit
pools
ADAS & Sensors

Market volume growth
[in %]

265

?

Electronics
0

HV Battery2)
Electric Drivetrain

Frame

Suspension

?

Body

-5

?

Infotainment & Communication
-10
-15

ICE

Transmission

Fuel System

Interior
Axles
Climate Control

-20

Brakes

Exhaust System
-25
-30

-33

-32

-28

-13

-12

Seats

What is the profit
pool projection
for each scenario?

Wheels & Tires
Steering

-11

0

Profit Pool Growth 2019 – 2030 [in %]
“Base Case” scenario

1) Bubble sizes indicate the market volumes 2030 (Germany, NAFTA, China); excluding inflation and AM
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?

2) HV Battery Cluster also incl. Fuel Cell

96

272

Technologies related to ICE
“Emerging technologies”

273

Market view

Supplier view

Scenario-based thinking using a transformation model
A model-based "on-the-fly" simulation of the transformation strategies allows a direct financial impact evaluation and
definition of a feasible transformation sequence
Supplier Financial Transformation Model – Illustrative structure

Market view
Volume and profitability development for 19
component clusters



Market volume development

Benchmarking

Competitive
intensity

Profit Pool development
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Supplier view
Specific supplier doing business in one or several component clusters

1 | Base Case

2 | Transformation Case

Simulation of market developments

Simulation of transformation
strategies

(considering inputs like cost structure,
investment needs, debt structure, asset
utilization, etc.)

P&L, Balance Sheet, Liquidity development

Market view

Supplier view

Market view | Profit pools
Our case study supplier is broadly positioned, but a significant share is targeting decreasing profit pools

Profit pools development of component clusters
Decreasing profit
pools

Strongly decreasing profit
pools

270

Increasing profit
pools

Market volume growth
[in %]

265

HV Battery2)
0
-5
-10

ICE

-15

Climate Control
-20
Exhaust System

Exemplary
Case
Study Supplier
Cluster highlighten
Automotive
Supplier

-25
-30

-33

-32

-28

-13

-12

-11

0

Profit Pool Growth 2019 – 2030 [in %]
“Base Case” scenario

1)

Bubble sizes indicate the market volumes 2030 (Germany, NAFTA, China); excluding inflation and AM
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2) HV Battery Cluster also incl. Fuel Cell

96

272

273

Market view

Supplier view

Supplier view | Base case: Revenue and EBIT development
How to compensate for a total profit loss of ~67M€ for ICE?

Revenue split and EBIT margin 2019

Base case ICE – outlook 2030

Revenue split and EBIT margin 2030

Rev. bn €

Rev. bn €

1,5

1,5

• Slight decrease in ICE revenue from 1.2bn€ to
0.9bn€
PM: 0.5%
PC: 3M€4)

• ICE decreasing profit margin from ~6.0% to
~0.5%
• ICE profits decreasing (from ~70M€ to ~3M€)

How to keep up profits for mastering
the transformation into new revenue
and profit streams?

ICE
1,0

1,0

PM: 6.0%
PC: 70M€4)

ICE
Climate Control

Climate Control
0,5

0,5
HV Battery | Fuel Cell
Exhaust System

HV Battery | Fuel Cell

0,0

Exhaust System
0,0

0%

2%

4%

6%

8%

10%

12%

14%

0%

2%

4%

EBIT 2019
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1) Bubble sizes = share of EBIT of total EBIT, 2) Distribution of revenue and EBIT across clusters based on assumptions for an exemplary automotive supplier,
3) financial model includes also cash and balance sheet impacts and allows to input the concrete financial structure of the considered business, 4) PM: Profit margin, PC: Profit contribution

6%

8%

EBIT 2030

10%

12%

14%

Market view

Supplier view

Supplier view | Overview of transformation strategies
We roughly simulated three basic strategies assigned to the ICE cluster

Harvest

Consolidate

• „Milking“ the current declining core
business to finance required investments
for the development of new growth areas

• Aiming at driving market consolidation by
actively crowding out competitors in a
fiercely competitive landscape (“last-manstanding”)

• Aiming at growing market clusters by
actively shifting the balance of the
product portfolio into emerging
technologies

• Gaining market share and keeping
existing plants utilized in falling markets
requires additional volume, while
following a volume strategy in declining
markets requires aggressive pricing

• Acquisition of suppliers for emerging
technologies to gain market shares in new
clusters

• Cost savings of the supplier must exceed
the price downs expected by OEMs
• Radical and comprehensive
improvements of the cost base e.g.
footprint optimization, outsourcing, etc.
• Reduce maintenance investments in
assets (increase time of use)
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• Acquisition of competitors

Portfolio Shift

• Support the financing of the acquisition
activities through an harvest strategy for
declining business

Market view

Supplier view

Supplier view | Transformation option ICE: Harvest strategy
Leveraging current market position through operations excellence driven cost reduction and reduction of R&D costs
increase the profit by 40M€
Revenue split and EBIT margin 2019

“Harvest” strategy
Reduce cost base as-of FY22 until
FY28:
• Material cost
• Personnel cost
• Other operating cost (automate,
digitize, optimize)
• …
Reduce R&D cost as-of FY22:
• Noticeable R&D reduction
• Maintaining innovation power to
cope with strict 2025/2030 CO2
targets (low risk)
• Maintaining position as
technology leader
• Harvest ICE technology as long
as possible
Reduce yearly maintenance
investment in assets
(use machinery longer than
depreciation horizon)
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-3%
(-25M€)

Revenue split and EBIT margin 2030

Rev. bn €

Rev. bn €

1,5

1,5
PM: 0.5%
PC: 3M€4)

ICE

1,0

1,0

PM: 6.0%
PC: 70M€4)

-30%
(-8M€)

PM: +4.0%
PC: +40M€4)

ICE

Climate Control
0,5

Climate Control

0,5

HV Battery | Fuel Cell
Exhaust System

HV Battery | Fuel Cell
Exhaust System

-20%

0,0

0,0
0%

2%

4%

6%

8%

10%

12%

14%

0%

2%

4%

EBIT 2019

1) Bubble sizes = share of EBIT of total EBIT, 2) Distribution of revenue and EBIT across clusters based on assumptions for an exemplary automotive supplier,
3) financial model includes also cash and balance sheet impacts and allows to input the concrete financial structure of the considered business, 4) PM: Profit margin, PC: Profit contribution

6%

8%

EBIT 2030

10%

12%

14%

Market view

Supplier view

Supplier view | Transformation option ICE: Consolidation strategy
Increasing strength of current market position and market share through a focus on consolidation & leveraging
synergies increase profit by 30M€
Revenue split and EBIT margin 2019

“Consolidation” strategy
Acquire global ICE supplier as-of
FY22:
Synergies ~1.5% of combined base
as-of FY23:
• Profiting from market
consolidation by leveraging
synergies – weaker effect
• Smaller investment, lower risk
but lower financial impact

+300M€

Reduce R&D cost of own ICE as-of
FY22 and purchased supplier from
FY23:
• Noticeable R&D reduction
• Maintaining innovation power to
cope with strict 2025/2030 CO2
targets (low risk)
• Maintaining position as
technology leader

-30%
(-10M€)

Revenue split and EBIT margin 2030

Rev. bn €

Rev. bn €

1,5

1,5
ICE

-20M€

PM: +2.5%
PC: +30M€4)
ICE

1,0

1,0

PM: 6.0%
PC: 70M€4)

PM: 0.5%
PC: 3M€4)
Climate Control

0,5

Climate Control

0,5

HV Battery | Fuel Cell
Exhaust System

HV Battery | Fuel Cell
Exhaust System
0,0

0,0
0%

2%

4%

6%

8%

10%

12%

14%

0%

2%

4%

EBIT 2019
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1) Bubble sizes = share of EBIT of total EBIT, 2) Distribution of revenue and EBIT across clusters based on assumptions for an exemplary automotive supplier,
3) financial model includes also cash and balance sheet impacts and allows to input the concrete financial structure of the considered business, 4) PM: Profit margin, PC: Profit contribution

6%

8%

EBIT 2030

10%

12%

14%

Market view

Supplier view

Supplier view | Transformation option ICE: Portfolio shift
Expanding current product portfolio with investments in HV Battery | Fuel Cell technology while following a Harvest
strategy for ICE increases overall profit by 75M€
Revenue split and EBIT margin 2019

Revenue split and EBIT margin 2030

“Portfolio Shift” strategy

Rev. bn €

Rev. bn €

Harvest in ICE as of FY22
Reduce cost base as-of FY22 until
FY28:
Reduce R&D cost as-of FY22:
• Use harvest strategy for ICE to
finance a larger footprint in
electric drivetrain technology
• Gradually shift core business
Reduce yearly maintenance
investment in assets
(use machinery longer than
depreciation horizon)

1,5

1,5

Invest in HV Battery | fuel cell
company in FY22:
• Targeted investment in select
core technologies
• Expand product portfolio
organically
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-3%
(-25M€)
-20%
(-8M€)

PM: 0.5%
PC: 3M€4)

ICE

1,0

1,0

PM: 6.0%
PC: 70M€4)

-20%

Climate Control

PM: +4.0%
PC: +40M€4)

ICE
PM: +0.0%
PC: +35M€4)

Climate Control

0,5

HV Battery | Fuel Cell

0,5

PM: 12.0%
PC: 15M€4)

PM: 7.0%
PC: 3M€4)

+80M€

Exhaust System

Exhaust System

HV Battery | Fuel Cell

0,0

0,0
0%

2%

4%

6%

8%

10%

12%

14%

0%

2%

4%

EBIT 2019

1) Bubble sizes = share of EBIT of total EBIT, 2) Distribution of revenue and EBIT across clusters based on assumptions for an exemplary automotive supplier,
3) financial model includes also cash and balance sheet impacts and allows to input the concrete financial structure of the considered business, 4) PM: Profit margin, PC: Profit contribution

6%

8%

EBIT 2030

10%

12%

14%

Market view

Supplier view

Supplier view | Transformation options: Strategy overview
The simulated strategies span an option space indicating possible target states
For illustration purpose: Indicative and assumption based, for an exemplary automotive supplier

Revenue split and EBIT margin 2030
Rev. bn €

1,5
1,4

1,3
1,2

ICE

1,1
1,0

ICE

0,9

Option
Option space
space

ICE

0,8
0,7

HV Battery | Fuel Cell

0,6
0,5
0,4
0,3

HV Battery | Fuel Cell

0,2
0,1

Base Case

Harvest

Portfolio Shift

Consolidation

0,0
0%

1%

2%

3%

4%

5%

6%

7%
EBIT 2030
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8%

9%

10%

11%

12%

13%

14%

The future of the automotive supplier industry
Four industry scenarios for 2030
Philipp Obenland

Mail: pobenland@deloitte.de

Your Contacts

We have scenarios,
quantification models and
the data-basis – let´s
analyze your case and find
the best strategy for your
business!

Dr. Florian Klein

Mail: fklein@deloitte.de
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